Abstract: Discrete transforms are introduced and are defined in a ring of polynomials. These polynomial transforms are shown to have the convolution property and can be computed in ordinary arithmetic, without multiplications. Polynomial transforms are particularly well suited for computing discrete two-dimensional convolutions with a minimum number of operations. Efficient algorithms for computing one-dimensional convolutions and Discrete Fourier Transforms are then derived from polynomial transforms.
Introduction
The calculation of two-dimensional digital convolutions technique. applicable to one-dimensional and multihas many applications, particularly in image processing.
The main problem associated with these convolutions relates to the huge processing load required for their computation. Direct calculation of a two-dimensional convolution of [2-61 approach. These two techniques, however, do not provide an optimum solution for evaluating two-dimensional convolutions. Computation by means of FFTs introduces a significant amount of roundoff errors, requires some means of processing trigonometric functions, and corresponds to still a large amount of multiplying. NTTs can be calculated without multiplications, and allow the computation of convolutions without quantization errors. However, such transforms suffer severe word length and transform length limitations. Moreover, implementation of modular arithmetic in general purpose computers is sometimes inefficient.
Recently, Agarwal and Cooley [7, 81 introduced new algorithms for digital convolutions. Their method is based dimensional convolutions, is attractive because it appears to be computationally more efficient than the FFT for lengths up to 400 and because it does not place any restrictions on the arithmetic nor require any manipulation of trigonometric functions.
In this paper, we extend earlier work by Nussbaumer [9] on polynomial transforms to cover the various polynomial transforms that can be calculated without multiplications. We show that these transforms hdve the convolution property and yield efficient algorithms for computing two-dimensional convolutions in ordinary arithmetic. These algorithms correspond to a number of multiplications equal to M,N2N3 . . . rather than M1M2M3 . . . with the Agarwal-Cooley method and are therefore particularly efficient for large convolutions. These algorithms are then extended to one-dimensional convolutions.
' I ;
In this case, since two-dimensional convolutions computed by polynomial transforms are usually such that both dimensions have a common factor, the efficient twodimensional to one-dimensional mapping introduced by Agarwal and Cooley [7, 81 is not applicable, and the computation of one-dimensional convolutions is done at the expense of some reduction in computing efficiency by usupon a nesting of several short convolutions having ing the approach proposed by Agarwal and Burrus in [lo] .
lengths N , , N,, N,, . . ., which are relatively prime, and
We show also that polynomial transforms can be used yields a total number of multiplications equal to M1M2M3, 
Polynomial transforms
Let yU,/ be a two-dimensional circular convolution of dimension q X q with
In polynomial notations, yU,/ can be obtained from a set of q polynomials Y,(Z), by taking the coefficient of Z" in the polynomial YJZ) with
u =O Under these conditions, the two-dimensional convolution ( I ) can be viewed as a one-dimensional polynomial convolution with
'1-1
S=ll
We assume first that q is an odd prime. I n this case, Z" -1 factors into a product of two irreducible cyclotomic polynomials [ 141:
with M(Z) = 2' " + . . . + I . YJZ) can be recovered from
by using the Chinese remainder theorem extended to the ring of polynomials, with
and
Since Y2,/ is defined modulo (Z -I ) , its calculation reduces to that of a single one-dimensional scalar convolution, with Under these conditions, the bulk of the computation of
YJZ) corresponds to the calculation of Y1,/(Z).
In order to simplify the computation of Y,,JZ) we in-
k 10, 1 , . . . , q -I . (14) We define similarly an inverse transform by ' ., q -1.
(15)
The computation of these polynomial transforms reduces to multiplications by powers of Z and additions. Since Zq = 1 modulo M(Z). the multiplications of polynomials H1,,(Z) by powers of Z correspond to simple rotations of the words h,,, within a q-word polynomial followed by a reduction modulo M ( Z ) . Polynpmial additions are performed by adding separately the words corresponding to each coefficient of Z. Thus, polynomial transforms can be computed'with simple additions, with the advantage over NTTs that operations can be implemented in ordinary arithmetic, without any restrictions on word lengths or truncation.
We show now that Y1,/(Z) can be evaluated efficiently by polynomial transforms. To see this, we compute the transforms fi,(Z) and x,(Z) of Hm(Z) and X r ( Z ) by (14) , we multiply modulo M(Z) the results term by term and we calculate the inverse transform P,(Z) of the polynomial sequence fi,(z)X,(~):
Let t = m + r -1 and S = XIIiZtk. For t = 0 modulo q , S = q. Fort + 0 modulo q , the set of exponents tk modulo q is merely a permutation of the integers 0, I , . . ., q -1, so
Thus, the computation of Y J Z ) reduces to the calculation of three polynomial transforms and to q polynomial multiplications fi,(Z)X,(Z) defined modulo M(Z). In most filtering applications, one of the input sequences is constant and its transform can be precomputed and premultiplied by liq. In this case. only two polynomial transforms are required and the computation process reduces to that shown in Fig. I . In the case of computation by pseudo-polynomial transforms, the number of multiplications corresponds to ( q + 1) convolutions of q terms.
These short convolutions and polynomial multiplications can be computed by FFTs or NTTs. The problems associated with the use of these transforms such as round-off errors for FFT or excessive word length for NTT are then limited to only a part of the total computation process.
It is, however, often more advantageous to perform these computations by using short convolution algorithms. If MI and M , are respectively the number of multiplications required to compute a convolution of dimension q and a polynomial product modulo M(Z), the total number of multiplications corresponding to a con- Winograd [I 1, 121 has shown that convolutions of dimension q and polynomial products modulo M(Z), with q prime, can be computed in the field of rational numbers with a minimum number of multiplications equal to 2(q -1) and 2q -3 respectively. Thus, for small q , the polynomial transform method can be expected to require about half as many multiplications as the Agarwal-Cooley approach. We shall see later that much larger savings can be achieved when composite algorithms are used.
When computing two-dimensional convolutions by polynomial transforms, it would seem that the Chinese remainder reconstruction (7)-(10) requires a large number of additions. This need not be the case, however, proThe organization of the calculations can be simplified at vided the computation is properly organized: Since S,(z) the expense of a slightly larger number of operations by E 0 modulo (Z -I ) , one can define T(Z) so that S,(Z) calculating the polynomial transforms and the polynomial
with a final and unique operation modulo M(Z) prior 
Computation of two-dimensional convolutigns by polynomial transforms
We have seen above that a fixed taps q X q-point convolution could be computed with two reductions modulo (2 -1) and modulo M(Z), two polynomial transforms, one Chinese remainder operation, one q-point convolution, and q polynomial multiplications modulo M (2) .
In all of these operations, the only multiplications are those required for computing the q-point convolution and
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the q polynomial multiplications modulo M(Z).
T(Z) Is given by T(Z)
= [-z'-' + . . . + (3 -q ) z 2 + (2 -q)Z + 1 -41.
When the filter has fixed taps, f i k ( Z ) / q
and Hz,,, are computed only once. Thus, Hk(Z)/q can be premultiplied by T ( Z ) / q and Hz,,, can be premultiplied by l/q. Under these conditions, the Chinese remainder reconstruction does not require any multiplication by q or l / q and reduces to multiplying Y J q by (Z*" + . . + 1) and YJZ)T(Z)/q by ( Z -I). These two operations can be done with only 2q(q -1) additions.
We give in Table 1 , line 1, the total number of operations for convolutions of dimension q X q computed by polynomial transforms. The number of additions and multiplications is given in 
4:
4: we have used short convolution algorithms similar to those proposed by Agarwal and Cooley [7, 8] and derived the corresponding algorithms for polynomial multiplication modulo (Z" -1)/(Z -1). These last algorithms are such that M, = MI -1 and are given in Appendix A for 4 = 3 , 5, 7. We give also for comparison in columns 6-7 the number of operations for the Agarwal-Cooley approach. It can be seen that the number of multiplications is approximately half that in the Agarwal-Cooley method while the number of additions is somewhat smaller. An example, illustrating the computation of a convolution of dimension 3 X 3 by polynomial transforms, is presented in Appendix B.
Generalized polynomial transforms
For the sake of concreteness we have. up to now, restricted our discussion to polynomial transforms having 4 terms with q prime and defined modulo (Z" -I)/(Z -1).
It is apparent from Eqs. (14)- (17) When polynomial transforms are used for computing two-dimensional convolutions, M(Z) must be a factor of Z" -I , relatively prime with the other factors of Z" -I . The transform root uZ" should also be as simple as possible in order to minimize the complexity of transform computation. In spite of these limitations. we show now that there is a very large class of polynomial transforms having the convolution property.
We consider first a polynomial transform having N , q terms. with q an odd prime, M ( Z ) = (Z" -l)/(Z -I ) , and
(19) Eq. (16) then becomes. with t = 171 + r -1.
If N , and 4 are relatively prime, k can be replaced by 4 u + N l k , w i t h v = O , l , . .~, N , -I , k = 0 , 1 ; . . , 4 -1 , a n d the sum Moreover. when q is even. Z" = -1. and 2"" e J , ' with j = 6 1 . It is then possible to take advantage of this property to compute complex multiplications with only two real multiplications by using an approach similar to that proposed by Nussbaumer We summarize in Table 1 the main existence conditions for polynomial transforms that can be computed without multiplications. I t can be seen that these cases correspond to two-dimensional convolutions such that both dimensions have a common factor. We give, in Table 2 , the number of operations for two-dimensional convolutions computed by polynomial transforms. It can be seen that the computational savings can be very significant for large convolution sizes. Except for 4 = 7 and 4 = 9, all algorithms for short convolutions and polynomial products are derived from those given by Agarwal and Cooley [7, 81. For 4 = 7 and 4 = 9, we have used more efficient algorithms in which the polynomial products modulo (Z9 -I)/(Z" -1) and modulo (Z' -1)/(Z -1) are computed in a way similar to that of the polynomial product modulo (Z" -1)/(Z -I). This algorithm corresponds to 15 multiplications and 51 additions for the polynomial product modulo (Z9 -I)/(Z3 -I ) and to 19 multiplications and 81 additions for the nine-term convolution.
It should now be apparent that NTTs and polynomial transforms bear a strong relationship. In fact, NTTs are particular cases of polynomial transforms in which the q-bit words are to be viewed as polynomials: If we take for instance the polynomial transforms defined modulo Z2' + 1 , using 2'+' input polynomials corresponding to 2' " words of 2' bits, we obtain the Fermat Number Transform. The existing body of knowledge on NTTs can thus be used as a useful tool to define new polynomial transforms. The main advantage of polynomial transforms over NTTs stems from the fact that all operations are performed modulo a polynomial instead of modulo an integer so that there are no restrictions on arithmetic, word length, or truncation. We give in the lower part of Table 2 the number of operations for large convolutions computed by polynomial transforms and nesting. I t can be seen that for large transforms, the number of additions and multiplications is drastically reduced with respect to the Agarwal-Cooley method. Actual processing load savings depend upon the programming of the algorithm, and particular attention must be paid to implementing efficiently ancillary operations. In this respect, it should be noted that several factors weigh in favor of polynomial transforms. When compared with the FFT algorithm, the polynomial transform approach can be implemented with real arithmetic for the computation of real convolutions and requires no manipulations of trigonometric functions. If the h sequence is fixed, the polynomial transform of h can be precomputed and stored in a read-only memory. In this case, the number of memory locations is reduced with respect to the Agarwal-Cooley method by the same factor as the number of multiplications.
Composite algorithms
It should also be noted that when a two-dimensional convolution of fixed size must be computed repeatedly, the programming can be divided into two steps, a generation step and an execution step. The programs can then be designed in such a way that most of the bookkeeping operations concerning polynomial manipulations take place within the generation step and therefore do not penalize significantly the execution time.
Computation of one-dimensional convolutions by polynomial transforms
Polynomial transforms permit the computation of two-dimensional transforms such that the lengths in both dimensions are not usually prime. Thus, the efficient two-dimensional to one-dimensional mapping introduced by Agarwal-Cooley [7, 81 is not applicable. I t is still possible, however, at the expense of a reduction in computing efficiency, to compute one-dimensional convolutions by a method derived from the overlap-add, overlap-save approaches [ 10, 161. We specify here the processing load for one-dimensional convolutions computed by polynomial transforms. To this effect, we consider an N-term convolution: This two-dimensional convolution is circular, of dimension 4 , for index n and aperiodic, of dimension N , , for index m. Equation (25) When the multidimensional convolution is calculated by polynomial transforms used in conjunction with composite algorithms. accounting for the zero-valued samples in the evaluation of processing load may become difficult. I t is sometimes preferable to compute the multidimensional convolution by a single polynomial transform of dimension q = q,q,, . . ., q, defined modulo with q l , q,, . . ., q,/ relatively prime. This yields about the same processing load as when computation is performed by a composite algorithm and polynomial transforms of dimensions q l , q,, . . ., q,, but the overall organization is much simpler to visualize. We give in Table 3 the number of operations for one-dimensional convolutions computed by polynomial transforms. In this table, we did not account for the zero-valued samples, so that the number of additions given here is an upper bound. I t can be seen that for convolution sizes above 200. the number of multiplications is significantly lower than with the AgarwalCooley method.
(Z" -l ) / ( Z " l -I)(z*2-1 + . . . + 1) . . . ( p , l -1 + . . . 1) .
Multidimensional polynomial transforms
Multidimensional polynomial transforms can be defined in a way similar to one-dimensional polynomial transforms. Since we will need these transforms for the com-140 putation of Discrete Fourier Transforms (DFTs), we H. J. NUSSBAUMER A N D P. QUANDALLE make precise here the case of two-dimensional transforms (three-dimensional convolutions) in order to evaluate the corresponding processing load.
Assuming we want to compute a convolution of dimension q x 4 X q , with 4 prime. we redefine Eqs. (1) to (5) 
Since Z Y 1 modulo M ( Z ) , P l 1 J Z ) reduces to q-1
We compute an auxiliary convolution Y2,1,,l, modulo (Z -1) with (34)
The final convolution product is reconstructed from Yl,ll,12(Z) and Y,,ll,12 by using the Chinese remainder theorem Using the same approach gives, for a four-dimensional convolution of dimension 4 X 4 X 4 X 4 , a total processing load of 6q5 + 2q4 -20q3 + IO$ + 64 + 8 additions, q3 + q2 + 4 polynomial multiplications modulo ( Z q -1)/(Z -1) and one convolution of dimension q. We give in Table 4 the corresponding number of operations for several multidimensional convolutions used for computing DFTs.
Computation of DFTs by polynomial transforms
Since the polynomial transforms provide an efficient way of computing convolutions, they can be used for the calculations of DFTs. In order to make the corresponding algorithms precise, we consider a DFT of dimension N : When N = N,, with N, prime, this transform can be computed as a correlation by using Rader's algorithm [17] with relatively short and can be calculated efficiently by con-
The individual factors N,, N,, . . ., N i must be chosen volution algorithms. In this case, the polynomial transin such a way that the multidimensional correlations can form approach is better than the Agarwal-Cooley apbe implemented easily with polynomial transforms. A 63-term DFT can, for instance, be computed with five DFTs of seven terms. one correlation of dimension 6 and one correlation of dimension 6 X 6.
We give in Table 5 the number of operations for various DFTs computed by polynomial transforms. It can be seen that polynomial transforms allow a significant reduction in number of operations when compared to the original Winograd algorithms. The savings are much smaller, however, when the figures are compared to the Winograd method applied to larger fields. In the case of a DFT of 7 X 7 X 7 points, for example, this newer Winograd method [12] requires 1029 real multiplications against 1002 multiplications for the polynomial transform approach. It should be noted, however, that this last Winograd technique requires operation on two sets of data simultaneously and thus may require more storage than the proach. It is also better than FFT for convolution sizes up to around 100 X 100. Moreover, calculations do not require complex arithmetic with sines and cosines and can be carried out, if desired, entirely in integer arithmetic, without roundoff errors.
These results have been extended to caver the case of one-dimensional convolutions computed by the two-dimensional to one-dimensional mapping introduced by Agarwal and Burrus. We have shown that, in spite of the loss of efficiency incurred in this mapping, the polynomial transform method yields a significant reduction in number of multiplications over the Agarwal-Cooley algorithm for convolution sizes above 200.
Polynomial transforms can also be used for the computation of DFTs, and are in some cases better than FFT or WFTA methods for this application.
Polynomial transforms are well adapted for implementpolynomial transform method.
ing digital filtering processes in general purpose computSmall additional savings on the number of multiplicaers. I t is expected that these techniques will be particutions can be achieved if "simple" multiplications by r 1 larly useful for signal processing applications having large or ? j are not counted. The corresponding figures are computation requirements such as image processing. given in parentheses in Table 5 .
Concluding remarks ucts modulo (Z" -l)/(Z -1)
In this paper we have introduced various polynomial transforms. We have shown that these transforms are AI Polynomialproduct modulo ( Z 3 -I)/(Z -1): computed without multiplications and provide an efficient 3 multiplications means of calculating two-dimensional convolutions. 
